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rs.cc - v1.33 released + v1.32 updated to latest ctf-nuketras.teamfortress.org support + v1.33 updated to latest ctf-
nuketras.teamfortress.org support + MultiLing - No longer ask for steam installation for anti-cheat - Fix 'transfer problem in

Steam' that caused server-side reload - Other minor fixes I'm trying to get the latest ctf-nuketras.teamfortress.org build, I'm using
the newest build, v1.32, and I'm receiving the error "An error occurred while downloading the file. The retrieved file was

invalid." I'm new to TF2, but don't know if it's TF2's fault, or if it's the new ctf-nuketras.teamfortress.org build. I'm running TF2
with steam and Team Fortress 2's auto-update service. I also have the newest version of steam running, and Steam properly

detected the newest version of TF2. I'm currently using v1.32, and I'm not receiving any kind of error. Not knowing that much
about TF2, is this something that you have to do or is there something else I can do to fix it? Thanks for any help you can

provide. Re: TF2 v1.32.7.0 +AutoUpdate +Multilanguage (No-Steam) Posted on 14 June 2014 There should be no problem. (:
@TheNullEnigma: It's a bit more complex than that. Your computer is set up with anti-cheat software, Steam has installed it so
that you can play TF2 in a friendly and fair environment. Anti-cheat is set to run in the background when you play TF2. Steam
ensures it is running. There is a problem with the version of the anti-cheat software Steam is using. It may be due to TF2 being

updated to a new version of anti-cheat, which is not supported by the new anti-cheat software. Go to Steam settings, click on the
"Applications" tab
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